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Did you know? You can sign on to NERDC systems, access DOCSYS, current or back issues of /Update and the NERDC Guidebook, check your NERDC account balance, and much more, all from the NERDC home page on the World Wide Web. Point your Web browser to the URL:

http://www.cns.ufl.edu/

You may wish to look up NERDC office hours, voice and dialup telephone numbers, then surf to other computing-related Web sites and the rest of the world via the Web.

By clicking the sign on hypertext link, you can sign on directly to LUIS, UFINFO, DOCSYS, NERUTIL, SAMAS, and NERDC services TSO, TPX and NERSP (if you have a tn3270 client installed and your WWW browser is configured to recognize it.) The charges link will allow you to determine the cost of computing and other services billed by NERDC.

NERDC publications on-line include previous issues of /Update, and the NERDC Guidebook. An extensive collection of NERDC-specific systems documentation can be accessed from DOCSYS.

Current information such as your account balance, batch job status and printer and plotter queues, is available through the NERINFO link.

If you are looking for help with the Internet, you can find it by accessing the NERDC Internet Training and Support Page, or Other NERDC Related Resources, found under the Additional Resources section of the NERDC home page.

If you have questions about the NERDC home page, please call NERDC Information Services at (352) 392-2061.

Your Comments are Welcome

We welcome your comments and suggestions on this and all UFIT documentation. Please send your comments to:

UF Information Technology
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